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Abstract

Extractable Value refers to a wide class of economic attacks to public
blockchains, where adversaries with the power to reorder, drop or insert
transactions in a block can “extract” value from user transactions. Empir-
ical research has shown that mainstream protocols, like e.g. decentralized
exchanges, are massively targeted by these attacks, with detrimental ef-
fects on their users and on the blockchain network. Despite the growing
impact of these attacks in the real world, theoretical foundations are still
missing. We propose a formal theory of Extractable Value, based on a
general, abstract model of blockchains and smart contracts. Our theory is
the basis for formal proofs of security against Extractable Value attacks.

1 Motivations and overview

Most blockchain protocols delegate the construction of blocks to consensus nodes
that can freely pick users’ transactions from the mempool, possibly add their
own, and propose blocks containing these transactions in a chosen order. This
arbitrariness in the construction of blocks may turn consensus nodes into at-
tackers, which exploit their transaction-ordering powers to maximize their gain
to the detriment of users’. In the crypto jargon these attacks are suggestively
referred to as “extracting” value from the mempool, and the gain that attackers
can get is called Maximal Extractable Value, or MEV.

This issue is not purely theoretical: indeed, mainstream DeFi protocols like
Automated Market Makers are common targets of MEV attacks, which overall
have led to attacks worth more than 680 million dollars so far [2]. Notably, the
profits derived from MEV attacks largely exceed those given by block rewards
and transaction fees [10]. MEV attacks are so profitable that currently most of
Ethereum network hashing power is controlled by Flashbots [1], a centralized
private relay network which outsources the identification of MEV opportuni-
ties to anyone, and uses its large network of miners to include the MEV attack
transactions in blocks. While this systematic MEV extraction has some ben-
efits (e.g., it has decreased transaction fees for users at the expense of MEV
seekers [19]), it is detrimental to blockchain decentralization, transparency, and
network congestion [15].
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Given the huge practical relevance of MEV, several research efforts have
been made to improve its understanding. However, most approaches are preem-
inently empirical, as they focus on the definition of heuristics to extract value
from certain classes of protocols [4,11,13,22], on the quantification of their im-
pact in the wild [16,18,20,21], or on techniques to mitigate the effects of MEV
attacks [6–9,12]. There are only a few attempts to provide MEV with a rigorous
definition [3, 14, 17], and the resulting notions are not completely satisfactory.
In particular, all these approaches do not allow adversaries to craft blocks by
combining their private knowledge with that of the transactions in the mem-
pool, that can only be included verbatim, so losing some potential attacks. We
believe that a general, formal definition of MEV and the construction of a rich
theoretical apparatus supporting the definition are essential prerequisites to the
design of MEV-free contracts that are provably secure against MEV attacks.

In this oral communication we discuss our ongoing work towards a general
theory of MEV, which we have recently published as an ArXiV preprint [5]. In
particular, in the talk we will touch the following points:

� we introduce a general, abstract model of contracts, equipped with key
economic notions like wealth and gain;

� we show an instance of the abstract model as a bare-bone (yet Turing-
complete) procedural language inspired by Solidity, the leading language
to write contracts;

� we present an axiomatization of the transactions that a set of actors can
deduce by exploiting their own knowledge and that of the mempool;

� we formally define MEV as the maximal value that a given set of ac-
tors can extract from the mempool. We outline our theoretical study of
its main properties, like monotonicity, finiteness, and preservation under
renamings;

� we propose a formal definition of MEV-freedom, the property enjoyed by
contracts that are resistant to MEV attacks carried by any wealthy-enough
set of actors regardless of their actual identity, as it happens for consensus
nodes. Our definition is supported by a theoretical study of its main
properties, and its application to formally prove the MEV-freedom (or
its absence) of some archetypal contracts, like e.g. Automated Market
Makers;

� we discuss and compare of our notion w.r.t. other formalization attempts [3,
14,17].
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